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Characteristics of the proposed corpus

I Purpose: Contrastive linguistic studies

Design objectives

I Easy to use and augment, flexible to demands of researchers
(lack of human resources)

I Minimize manual preprocessing
I Depend as little as possible on language specific resources: for

many Slavonic languages, they are not easy to come by
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Main strategies

I Concentrate on 20th century prose

I Slavonic languages, as well as German and whatever is in
need...

I Use what’s easily available
I Use what’s translated into many languages in order to take

advantage of distribution effects
I Try to get a balanced corpus in the sense that we have similar

distribution of original texts /translations
(NOT only from English)
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Input module

Input format: Plain UTF-8 text files, annotated with information
about the document and chapter divisions

, for example
BulgakovMaster_PL.txt

author=Michaił Bułhakow
origauthor=Михаил Булгаков
title=Mistrz i Małgorzata
origtitle=Мастер и Маргарита
translator=Irena Lewandowska i Witold Dąbrowski
...
endheader

I

<BLOCK> l. Nigdy nie rozmawiaj z nieznajomymi

Kiedy zachodziło właśnie gorące wiosenne słońce, na
Patriarszych Prudach zjawiło się dwu obywateli....
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Input module

I The system
I performs tokenization and sentence splitting

I constructs word lists as possible input to a lemmatizer (this is
simpler than integration of various lemmatizers)

I converts the text file and possible word-lemma lists to XML

I The component ensures quick and easy augmentation of the
corpus, with the possibility to include primitive lemmatization.
Richer annotation can be done done directly on the XML
document files. Multimodal information, translation comments
and the like are not provided for.
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Core component: Document and alignment repository
XML Formats

I XML documents encoding: header (in extended TEI),(chapter)
divisions,

sentence segments,tokens, <lemma>,
<tag1>..<tag5>

I Stand-off alignment files encode begin and end of
corresponding segments e.g.
<alig Ln1Strt="0" Ln2Strt="0" Ln1End="1"
Ln2End="1"/>

I Linking by filename and language shorts:
LemKongres_DE.rpc, LemKongres_RU.rpc,
LemKongres_DE-RU.alg
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Core component
Annotation

Generic content:
According to the resources available, files in different languages will
contain data of different content and quality

, e.g.:

I Ukrainian: No annotation.
I Russian: Text and lemmas (context-free lemmatizer RMORPH

by Grigori Sidorov)
I Slovak: Tagged text (Garabik 2005)

Tag sets are not uniform across languages, that is, <tag1> is a
cover term for whatever information has been annotated for a given
language
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I Russian: Text and lemmas (context-free lemmatizer RMORPH
by Grigori Sidorov)
<s id="0"><tok>Ты<lemma>ты</lemma></tok>
<tok>должна<lemma>должный</lemma></tok>
<tok>сделать<lemma>сделать</lemma></tok>

I Slovak: Tagged text (tagging thanks to Gabarek, Bratislava)
<s id="0"><tok>Musíš<lemma>musieť</lemma>
<tag1>VB-S—2P-AA—</tag1>
<tag2>VKesb+</tag2></tok>
<tok>robiť<lemma>robiť</lemma>
<tag1>Vf——–A—-</tag1> <tag2>VIe+</tag2></tok>
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Alignment

I Each language version is pairwise aligned to every other

LemSolaris_PL LemSolaris_DE-PL
LemSolaris_DE LemSolaris_DE-RU
LemSolaris_RU → LemSolaris_DE-SB
LemSolaris_SB LemSolaris_PL-RU

LemSolaris_PL-SB
LemSolaris_RU-SB

I Every n-th language adds n-1 alignments

I Any query on more than two languages will rely on these
pairwise alignations

I Automatic construction of alignments via scripts; two aligners
supported:

I hunalign
I BSA
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Output in ParaConc format

(http://www.athel.com/para.html)



Output to Corpus WorkBench



Overview- architecture
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Languages

LNG in full tokens lemmas tags1 tags2
DE German 1 154 356 46 971 no no
EN English 208 986 0 no no
HR Croatian 90 581 0 no no
PL Polish 1 861 303 46 132 no no
RU Russian 2 352 599 50 126 no no
SB Serbian (cyrillic script) 244 277 11 920 no no
SK Slovak 620 370 28 794 yes yes
SX Serbian (latin script) 74 199 7 801 no no
UK Ukrainian 179 630 21 291 no no



Texts

texts DE DEa EN HR PL RU RUa SB SK SX UK
BoellClown DE RU SK
BoellFrau DE SK
BulgakovMaster PL RU SB
EUVerf DE SK
EndeMomo DE RU
GralsWelt DE SK
KafkaErz DE SK
LemAstronauci PL RU
LemFiasko PL RU
LemGlosPana PL RU
LemKatar PL RU
LemKongres DE PL RU
LemPamWannie PL RU
LemPokoj PL RU
LemPowGwiazd PL RU
LemSolaris DE PL RU SX
LemWizjaLokalna PL RU
NabokPnin DE DEa SK
Potter1 DE EN HR PL RU RUa SB SK UK
Potter2 DE EN PL RU RUa UK
Potter3 PL RU RUa
Potter4 PL RU
Potter5 PL RU
SloOestHK DE SK
StrugLebedi DE PL RU
StrugPiknik DE PL RU SK
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Alignment tools

Requirements:

I NO language specific NLP resources such as seed lexica, stop
word lists, training sets, etc.

I As little manual preprocessing as possible (e.g., no paragraph
segmentation).

Two choices (to my knowledge):

I BSA: Bilingual-sentence-aligner (Moore 2002)
I hunalign (Varga et al. 2005)
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Algorithms

Three stages:

1. sentence-length based algorithm
2. best alignments are used to build a translation model (bsa) /

dictionary (hunalign)
3. both used these for final alignment



Algorithms

BSA:

I utilizes all files to be aligned to build the translation model
I outputs only 1-1 beads

Use intermediate results to extract 1-1, 1-2, 2-1 beads, discard
0-1, 1-0 beads. Simple heuristic to align the rest.

hunalign:

I utilizes single files to build the translation model
I outputs arbitrary non-intersecting beads
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Questions

Which is more suitable, hunalign or bsa?

What is the impact of lemmatization on alignment quality?

Does this depend on the language pairs chosen?
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Experiment

I Extract a set of randomly chosen segments of one language.
I Align them manually to the second language.
I This gives a gold standard of right alignments .

Let the alignment tools align these texts, and compare the output
to the gold standard.

Recall What proportion of the gold standard’s ’right’
alignments were output by the aligner?

Precision What proportion of the alignments output were
‘right’ alignments?

Fmeasure Harmonic mean of precision and recall.
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Definitions

I Two texts: Text A and Text B with segments (ai . . . aj) and
(bi . . . bj)

I Bead: correspondence of segments of one text to segments of
the other
1-1 bead: ({a1},{b1})
1-2 bead: ({a2},{b2, b3})
0-1 bead: ({},{b4})

I Alignment: set of beads
A = {({ai}, {bi , bi}), ({ai , ai}, {bi , bi}), ({ai}, {bi}), . . . }
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What’s a right alignment?

An example:

Line:1 Puść , nie chcę , żebyś mnie dotykał !

Line:1 Пусти .
Line:2 Не хочу , чтобы ты ко мне прикасался .

Gold standard: 1-2 bead ({1},{1,2}) would be perfect.
Alignment 1 ({},{1}) ({1},{2}) would be less then perfect
Alignment 2 ({},{1, 2}) ({1},{3}) completely wrong
Alignment 3 ({0, 1, 2},{0,1,2,3}) – a very large (3-4) bead

All three alignments would be assigned zero recall and precision.
But in fact, they are of very different quality.
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But in fact, they are of very different quality.



Alignment metrics
For a more realistic picture, we use sentence-level metric (Véronis
& Langlais 2000): we evaluate the cartesian product of the aligned
segments:

Gold standard ({1},{1,2})
is transformed to ({1},{1}) ,({1},{2})

Alignment 1 ({},{1}) ({1},{2})
transformed to ({},{1}) ({1},{2})
→recall 0.5, precision 0.5

Alignment 2 ({},{1, 2}) ({1},{3})
transformed to ({},{1}) ({},{2}) ({1},{3})
→recall 0, precision 0

Alignment 3 ({0, 1, 2},{0,1,2,3})
transformed ({0}, {0}), ({0}, {1}), ({0}, {2}), ({0},
{3}), ({1}, {0}), ({1}, {1}), ({1}, {2}), ({1}, {3}),
({2}, {0}), ({2}, {1}), ({2}, {2}), ({2}, {3})
→recall 2/2=1, precision 2/12 = 0.167
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A look at Alignment 3

Problem: Because of random sampling, Alignment 3 covers
sentences not in the gold standard.

Alignment 3 ({0, 1, 2},{0,1,2,3})
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If, say, ({0},{0}) and ({2},{3}) were also right, just not covered in
the gold standard, precision would rise.

→recall 4/4=1, precision 4/12 = 0.25

Random sampling results in low precision of large beads because
not all alignments of a file are evaluated.
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A look at Alignment 3

Problem: Alignment 3 = ({0, 1, 2},{0,1,2,3}) covers sentences not
in the gold standard.

Solution: Discard all combinations that do not relate to sentences
covered in the gold standard

Leave out: ({0}, {0}), ({0}, {3}), ({2}, {0}), ({2}, {1}), ({2},
{2}), ({2}, {3})

Keep: ({0}, {1}), ({0}, {2}), ({1}, {0}), ({1}, {1}), ({1}, {2}),
({1}, {3}),

→recall 2/2=1, precision 2/6 = 0.33

This still penalizes VERY large beads, but gives the benefit of the
doubt for medium sized beads.
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Summary: evaluation technique

I Compare aligner otput against manual alignment of randomly
chosen segments.

I Do this on a sentence-correspondence level, discarding beads
without relation to the gold standard.

I Measure recall, precision, fmeasure.
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Polish-Russian

LemAstronauci BulgakovMaster Potter1
LemFiasko StrugLebedi Potter2
LemKongres StrugPiknik
LemPowGwiazd
LemSolaris
LemWizjaLokalna

1 million tokens, 77 000 sentences, a sample of 1000 sentences



German-Russian

BoellClown LemKongres StrugLebedi
EndeMomo LemSolaris StrugPiknik

0.4 million tokens, 33 000 sentences, a sample of 500 sentences



F-measure: PL-RU



F-measure: DE-RU



More detailed

PL-RU
Recall Precision f-measure

hun 0.84 0.91 0.88
hunlem 0.88 -25% 0.95 -45% 0.92
bsa 0.91 0.88 0.89
bsalem 0.94 -33% 0.90 -16% 0.92

DE-RU
Recall Precision f-measure

hun 0.78 0.88 0.82
hunlem 0.84 -27% 0.92 -33% 0.88
bsa 0.89 0.56 0.68
bsalem 0.90 -10% 0.69 -30% 0.78



Recall/Precision: PL-RU



Recall/Precision: DE-RU



Experiment: Polish-Russian



Conclusions

I Lemmatization DOES lead to better alignment

I Alignment is more or less difficult depending on the language
pair

I Alignment quality VERY dependent on text (see Rosen 2005)
I Sometimes Hunalign, sometimes BSA better (see Rosen 2005)
I Influence of evaluation method?
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Conclusions

I Lemmatization DOES lead to better alignment
I Alignment is more or less difficult depending on the language

pair
I Alignment quality VERY dependent on text (see Rosen 2005)
I Sometimes Hunalign, sometimes BSA better (see Rosen 2005)
I Influence of evaluation method?



Thank you!
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